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In recent years, increasing attention is being

paid to the role of astronauts' taste and its

changes during space travels. It has been

realized how important it is to attend to this

aspect as a possible factor in aiding

astronauts' nutrition during space missions. In

fact, it is well known, upon return to earth,

there is a recurring phenomenon of significant

weight loss, which, in addition to being

related to the loss of muscle mass due to the

absence of gravity, also finds its cause in a

reduction in the amount of food taken in by

astronauts. In this context, strategies for an

adequate nutrition in space are paramount.

However, it is not just a matter of determining

the type, the combination, the amount of food

targeting adequate requirements for

cosmonauts, nor just how it must be

formulated so that it can be easily

metabolized under conditions extremely

different from those we know on earth. The

novelty lies in the fact that the focus is finally

on what can disrupt meal intake itself, leading

to reduced food intake, avoidance, reduced

sense of hunger, thus factors that take away

the appetite. 

Recent scientific studies [1], [2] have shown that, in

space, there may be several factors that may alter

the taste of astronauts due to the conditions, the

state of necessity, to which they have to adapt

during their months in mission. The good news for

now is that apparently for stays between six and

twelve months, these factors would not have time to

bring about major changes in the health and body

composition of cosmonauts. However, humanity is

beginning to consider the very real possibility of

years-long space missions in the future, such as the

conquest of Mars. In such cases, the inability of body

to compensate with obvious malnutrition and

sarcopenia for a long time would put the travelers at

life risk.
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Well then, what is it that causes cosmonauts to eat less, to have less appetite in space

thus leading to serious alterations in their nutritional status?

The factors causing alterations in the physiological ability to eat are multiple and

extremely interesting: the increase in CO2 concentrations inside the spacecraft, which

in turn leads to alterations in the olfactory ganglion with dispersion of the smell of

the inhaled air, resulting in altered taste/smell perception in the subjects. For

example, the type of food astronauts eat is dried, dehydrated, or packed in tins or

vacuum-packed plastic bags. Sometimes this food is rehydrated by adding recycled

water stored in canisters. The storage of food and water may alter the flavors of the

food, making it less palatable.

Emerging psychological and neurological conditions, linked to the disruption of the

normal, simpler habits of a subject forced to adapt in order to get used to those

circumstances; the very absence of gravity, the sounds, the noises of the shuttle are

important interfering factors; the smell inside the cabin generated by the heat of the

many switched-on computers, the engines, the type of lights on board; last but not

least, a state of hyperemia of the nasal mucous membranes is generated with

consequent facial oedema due to the absence of gravity, as if it were a chronic allergy

condition that certainly creates a dispersive condition on the sense of taste of the

subjects on the mission.



A concrete knowledge of the mechanisms and causes of a possible loss of

appetite in astronauts, the ability to contextualize these causes in the context

of space conditions and to predict the change in taste perception as dependent

on external factors, is a crucial grounding to supports and promotes the

development of strategies for precision nutrition targeted at future space

missions.

Such strategies could also be geared towards designing food that is customised

for the conditions in space or even for the cosmonaut consuming it, with the

aim of maximizing the quality of the meal also in terms of the palatability of the

food, to ensure greater consumption by those on board without altering the

sense of appetite. This vision points the attention on the taste sense as a

VIRTUOUS driver of food consumption. 

The engineered taste of food can be exploited to correct or even bypass all

those other interfering factors that on board contribute to altering the ability

to follow a proper diet with the aim of ensuring the best physical condition for

astronauts on today's missions and future space travellers.
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All the above-mentioned aspects have

been deeply discussed during the 2021

Space Studies Program (SSP) at the

University of Granada, where Prof.

Marco A. Deriu, held a lecture on taste in

space, exploring the impact of the

VIRTOUS research on precision nutrition

targeting space missions.

[1]      A. J. Taylor et al., “Factors

affecting flavor perception in space:

Does the spacecraft environment

influence food intake by astronauts?,”

Compr. Rev. Food Sci. Food Saf., vol. 19,

no. 6, pp. 3439–3475, Nov. 2020, doi:

10.1111/1541-4337.12633.

[2]      A. A. Olabi, H. T. Lawless, J. B.

Hunter, D. A. Levitsky, and B. P. Halpern,

“The effect of microgravity and space

flight on the chemical senses,” J. Food

Sci., vol. 67, no. 2, pp. 468–478, 2002,

doi: 10.1111/j.1365-2621.2002.tb10622.x.
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On Tuesday 25 October - at the Aula Magna of the University of Turin's Dental School - the

"PhD Day" of the Interateneo Doctorate in Bioengineering and Medical-Surgical Sciences was

held. The doctoral course, which was created with the aim of providing joint higher education

to engineers, biologists, doctors, surgeons and dentists, has made considerable progress over

the last five years towards alignment with the international reality, representing an original

and efficient solution in both the national scientific and educational panorama. The day started

with an opening talk by the Doctoral School Coordinator, Prof. Gianluca Ciardelli (Professor of

Bioengineering at Politecnico di Torino). The PhD School Coordinator pointed out on the

importance of knowledge exchange between students with different background, e.g., doctors

and engineers, through mixed doctorates. This topic is also highly relevant at European level.

In fact, European Community initiatives are always oriented towards the development of

multidisciplinary research that stimulates the exchange of knowledge between sectors and

disciplines. The Marie Curie Actions, such as the Marie Curie Staff Exchange, within which the

VIRTUOUS project was funded, is a key example of this kind of vision.

The organization followed the one of a scientific conference, where several speakers are called

upon to present their work and some are invited for plenary lectures.

In this context, the speakers have been the PhD students at the end of their third year, close to

the discussion of their theses and the award of their degrees. In detail, the students were given

5 minutes for a quick oral presentation (flash talk) in front of the audience of participants.

Instead, the plenary lectures were entrusted to two internationally renowned professors:

Marco Viceconti - Full Professor at the University of Bologna - and Professor Vincenzo

Domenico - Adjunct Assistant Professor at the Hofstra-Northwell School of Medicine in New

York, who presented the latest results of their research activities to the students and lecturers

present in the lecture hall. Viceconti's talk concerned the digital twin in medicine and the

integration of digital systems for healthcare, while Domenico's was about the exponential

growth of technology applied to the world of surgery. Finally, all students from first to third

year were able to showcase their work through posters and dedicated poster sessions

throughout the whole day.



The day was very inspiring and involved PhD students from the M3B group, some of whom

participated in the VIRTUOUS project by doing several months of mobility to consortium partners.

Therefore, this was a great opportunity to carry out dissemination activities of the VIRTUOUS

project in a high-level scientific environment.

An important remark should be made for Lorenzo Pallante, a doctoral student at the Polytechnic

University of Turin, who was called upon to make an oral presentation in which he was able to

present the vision and results of his activities in the VIRTUOUS project.  Specifically, his research

activities involved both the development of molecular models for studying and understanding

taste mechanisms and the development of machine-learning algorithms underlying the taste

predictors developed. In a greater detail, he played a crucial role in the molecular level

investigation and characterization of protein structures to study structure to function

relationships in taste receptor and mechanism of action related to tastants. Also, he has been very

active in promoting collaborations among partners in the development of artificial intelligence-

driven predictors, participated in the collection of input data and its rationalization, and was also

interested in the development of the user interface of the VIRTUOUS platform.
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This outstanding example is an illustrative example of how

VIRTUOUS is focusing the attention on early-stage researchers,

promoting their training through multidisciplinary and intersectoral

interaction and enabling them to develop research with the support

of experienced researchers. Apart from the scientific value of the

obtained results, which is unquestionable and evidenced by the

numerous scientific publications that the project is producing, a

huge success of this project is evidenced by the results obtained on

the young researcher’s personal and scientific growth who benefit

from the VIRTUOUS environment for the development of their skills

and therefore their careers.
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VIRTUOUS PLAYERS: KTIMA ORFANOU (KTH)

Ktima Orfanou (Orfanos Estate -

https://ktimaorfanou.gr/en/) is a vineyard

cultivation, wine production and trading firm

located in Paralia Patras, Greece.

In 1927 Ioannis Orfanos abandoned the land of

Ionia in Asia Minor and finally settled in

Patras, seeking to redefine his roots there,

impressed by the quality of the land, he

bought this estate along with a stone farm

from the Bishop of Tripoli Efstathios. He

chose the vineyard as his crop, because it

brought him closer to his roots, kept alive his

memories of the lost ancestral land and

calmed his sadness. Thus, planted row upon

row, the first vineyard cultivated together

with the olive trees of the Estate, gave him the

satisfaction of living and working with his

family.

Today the family business is run by Emmanouil

G. Orfanos, 4th generation active family

member in the field of winemaking and

bottling. 

Orfanos traces its roots in 1927 when the first

generation of this family bought the estate

and planted the first vineyards. The second

generation created the winery with a passion

for excellent wine. Today the company is run

by the fourth generation combining

oenological knowledge and know-how,

tradition and modern technology.
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KTH would provide the VIRTUOUS

Consortium with a huge amount of data

(wine chemical analysis), samples (for

tasting panels) and deep knowledge of the

European wine market. The main KTH

activities in VIRTUOUS concern

organoleptic profile, biochemical analysis,

and identification of chemical footprint of

wine. Apart being provider of data, they

also play a key role on testing and

validation of the VIRTUOUS web service.



 MUSCAT 
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 SYRAH
 

Orfanos Estate represents today a modern

unit in an environment that respects

tradition. Its grape varieties (Malvasia,

Sauvignon Blanc, Malvasia Aromatica,

Syrah, Mavrodafni, Merlot) produce many

distinguished and awarded wines. The

Estate's modern equipment, the well-

informed  vine growers, the winemakers

and the oenologists of the Estate give the

visitors the chance to tour the

properlylandscaped  area of the Estate.

Cultivation, harvesting, pressing, bottling,

aging. A magical production process, full

of emotion, responsibility and passion that

invites you to discover it.
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 MALAGOUZIA
 

 ROSE MERLOT
 


